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PREFACE

The master thesis is presented by the degree candidates CANGHAI WANG and

YOGESH NARANG, who are master students of mechanical engineering program in

Halmstad university. The project is given from company Rejems AB Transport(Volvo),

which is a trucks’ service center, providing kinds of repairing service and maintenance.

The request of company is that they want to build a new service center because of the

current layout become older and can not meet the business demanding.

The aim of study is designing a new layout of service center combined with lean

production. In other words, the new layout should be designed with lowest waste and

highest working efficient.

In chapter 1, authors study the background of the project and make sure the

responsibility of each members. In chapter 2, find the methodology that we can use to

improve the process of study. Chapter 3 is about literature study, which is basement of

generating designing conception. In chapter 4, according to the preparation of study,

the results of project can be developed, including data collection, house of quality, and

2D and 3D blueprint of new layout. Chapter 5 is conclusion of the whole process of

study.

I would like to thank everyone who contributes to the project. The designing

inspiration can be generated successfully with the help of our supervisors Aron

Chibba, thanks for his patience and helpful academical suggestions, besides, The

company service manager Fredriksson Mattias and workers also give us lots of help to

identify the problems, provide free car for us to visit other service center, and finish

the questionnaire we need.
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DESIGNING THE LAYOUT OF REJMES TRANSPORT AB
SERVICE CENTERWHICH RELATES TO LEAN PRODUCTION

ABSTRACT

Rejmes Transport AB is a Volvo trucks service center which provide all kinds of trucks

service including repairing, trucks maintenance, selling, and so on. In this project,

company request that they need to build a new service center which relates to lean

production as the highly demanding of business and the trucks are getting longer and

heavier. The current layout contains administration office, workshop, parts and tools

storage. The project start with deep investigation of the company and the development

of service center layout, as well as lean production theory. Basically, a good layout of

service center should focus on both customers requirement and working efficiency. As

the aspect of customers requirement, authors decided to develop survey from internal

customers and external customers. Furthermore, using quality function

deployment(QFD) method to collect the requirements and translate into engineering

specification. On the other hand, the main aim of lean production to eliminate kinds

of waste as much as possible so as to improve working efficiency and decrease

unnecessary costs. Finally, build 3D view by using Sketchup software to give

visualization support to display the result of project. Compared to current layout, both

internal customers get more comfortable and spacious space in the new layout. And

washing ship is available. Besides, given that the company will provide service for

buses in Halmstad, authors set the special place for painting room and painted parts

room for that. The new layout put incoming goods and the other storage space

together to decrease distance of operator’s movement, from 85 meters to 54 meters in

one round trip, decreased around 34%, which reduce too much time waste and

workforce waste, and improve working efficiency drastically.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This chapter contains background, aim of study and problem definition about the

designing layout of trucks service center of Volvo. Besides, the individual

responsibility and efforts will also be introduced in this part.

1.1 Background.

With the progress of times and development of industry, vehicles has been an

inevitable traffic tools for the whole society, especially for trucks, because every

factory, even a small company, need the trucks to transport goods or large scale

equipment. There is no doubt that the business of after-scale service will also get

considerable development and profit as the high demanding of vehicles no matter

what type of vehicle. Vehicles service center aim to different kinds of customers

specifically to provide variety of service, such as repairing, maintenance, washing,

changing parts, etc, which lead service business maximize profit in certain time. As a

analysis of data said, the 50% of profit is from vehicles selling and parts supply, the

other 50% is the result of service. Therefor, service center of vehicle should be paid

more attention to meet the higher and higher requirement of customers in terms of

user experience and layout of service center(Vovol, 2017).

The Rejmes Transport AB(Volvo) provide kinds of trucks’ selling and after-scale

service. Since their truck repair shop is getting on in years and manager finds that the

logistics of our business are increasingly demanding. Vehicles trains are getting longer

and heavier to keep low environment impact. This makes our geographic position

untenable in the long run. On the other hand, stakeholders suggest to change the

geometry of structure of service center, and customers also need better user

experience. Hence, company request us to design a new layout of service center

which is related to lean production to meet requirements of both the internal customer

and external customer.
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1.2 Aim of Study

In this study, the designing should meet the basic requirement of the service center

firstly, including administration area, space for parts of trucks, inventory and robots ,

seven ships for repairing, one ships for washing and one ships for brake testing.

Additionally, space for tachometer test and paring should also be considered. Given

that company want a new layout based on minimizing costs and maximizing quality,

combining lean production to the designing work is necessary and suitable.

1.3 Problem Definition

1. The crane is not working for full layout, only for one side

2. Repairing tools are mismanaged. It takes extra time for workers to find the tools.

3. There are too much distance between parts flow and incoming goods.

4. Truck washing machine is not available.

5. Space for internal customers is not arranged well

6. In terms of external customers, there is no sitting room and shopping space for

them.

The problems of workshop need to be solved including good service for customers,

comfortable space for employees, well-organized facilities and parts, and the efficient

repairing work. Additionally, the company need to add the space for painted parts and

washing service.

1.4 Responsibility and Effort of Two Members.

The whole thesis work consists of literature study, brain storm, generating and

evaluating the conception and drawing 2D and 3D sketch of the service center. We

divide the tasks equally to each members and have a good communication and

coordination to get the best designing idea. Although sometimes authors have

divergence in designing conception, finally, the consensus can be achieved all the

time. In terms of drawing sketch, we learn Sketch UP software together and do the

literature review based on reference and personal knowledge and experience.
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1.5 Flow chart of Study Process

Figure 1.1 Flow chart of Process
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2. Methodology

2.1 Alternative Methods

There are kinds of methods should be used to support the process of project study.

Firstly, collect every data and information which are needed, including why the

company want to build a new service center, what kinds of problems existing in

current service center, what customer want in new layout, identification of dimensions,

and benchmarking,etc. Given that the layout of service is aimed to both internal

customers and external customers, Therefor, the customers’ requirement and feedback

is extremely important for designers to set it as standard principle. QFD (Quality

Function Deployment) is a method that Understanding the design problem and

translate customers requirements into a technical description of what needs to be

designed(David G Ullman, 2010). Besides, designing the layout starts from planning

to final decision, which needs to change the plan constantly due to varieties of factors

such as the dimensions, not proper organization, etc. PDCA (plan- do- check-

act or plan- do- check- adjust) is an iterative four-step management method used in

business for the control and continual improvement of processes and products(Edward

Deming, 1990), which was put forward by Edward Deming.

2.2 Data collection

Data collection is the process of gathering and measuring information on targeted

variables in an established systematic fashion, which then enables one to answer

relevant questions and evaluate outcomes(Data collection, 2017). Obviously, accurate

data can lead to a better result and ensure quality assurance in field of study

In general, data-collection methods can be divided into the following five types:

physiological measurement, observational methods, interviews, questionnaires, and

records or available data. Each method has a specific purpose, as well as certain

advantages and disadvantages inherent in its use(Geri LoBiondo-Wood, 2013). Some

of data collection methods are used at the start of project to collect valuable

information so that authors can know well about the study.
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 Observation

Observation methods are useful to researchers in a variety of ways. They provide

researchers with ways to check for nonverbal expression of feelings, determine who

interacts with whom, grasp how participants communicate with each other, and check

for how much time is spent on various activities (SCHMUCK, 1997). Authors visited

Rejems service center to observe what kind of activities performed every department

so that the existing problem can be found and identified more easily. The observation

involves the what will customers do in service center, what is the repairing process

going on, the track of operators’ movement and what kind of space are used in service

center. These data are necessary for designers to know the condition of company well

and are stepping-stone for following designing work.

 Measurement

Measurement is the assignment of a number to a characteristic of an object or event,

which can be compared with other objects or events( Pedhazur et al, 1991). As the

designing of new layout relates to organize every room of service center properly,

therefor, the main area should be measured and collected in order to treated as a

standard or reference. For example, each dimension of each repair ship, including

length and width.

 Interview and questionnaire

Interview is a method of data collection in which a data collector questions a

participant verbally. Interviews may be face to face or performed over the telephone

or the other ways. In contrast, the questionnaire is an instrument designed to gather

data from individuals about knowledge, attitudes, and feelings(Geri LoBiondo-Wood,

2013). At the beginning, authors interviewed service manager and a employee who is

responsible for small parts storage to get to know the basic working condition of

service center, and they give us detailed introduction, and what kind of problems they

meet, as well as what new facility they need in new layout. On the other hand, both

internal customer and external customer’ suggestion is relatively important due to the

service center is serve for both of them, hence, we make questionnaires and distribute
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them to workers and customers to listen to their voice and requirements, which is also

needed in Quality Function Deployment method. The questionnaire can be seen in

appendix I.

 Benchmarking

Benchmarking is a process of measuring the performance of a company ’s products,

services, or processes against those of another business considered to be the best in

the industry. The point of benchmarking is to identify internal opportunities for

improvement. By studying companies with superior performance, breaking down

what makes such superior performance possible, and then comparing those processes

to how your business operates, you can implement changes that will yield significant

improvements(Benchmarking, Shopify).

There are lots of good service center existing in market, the Toyota’s service center is

a highly standard service center with rational organization of layout, clean and

spacious working environment due to the 5S management. Besides, authors also went

to another Volvo trucks’ service center which is located in Varberg of Sweden.

Compared to Rejems AB, the Varberg service center has more reasonable layout, it

has bright and clean workshop, spacious and cozy workers’ space for rest, and smooth

materials flow. However, it also has some drawbacks, such as limited space for

external customers, some space waste, and incoming goods is not located well.
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2.2 QFD(Quality Function Deployment)

Understanding the design problem is an essential foundation for designing a quality

product. “Understanding the design problem” means to translate customers’ require-

ments into a technical description of what needs to be designed. Or, as the Japanese

say, “Listen to the voice of the customer.”(David G Ullman, 2010). What is good

about the QFD method is that it is organized to develop the major pieces of

information necessary to understanding the problem:

1. Hearing the voice of the customers

2. Developing the specifications or goals for the product

3. Finding out how the specifications measure the customers’ desires

4. Determining how well the competition meets the goals

5. Developing numerical targets to work toward(David G Ullman, 2010)

In the current layout of service center, “What kind of problem can not satisfy the

external customer” and “What kind of problem the internal customers meet”, both

internal customer and external customer’s experience and complaint can be seen as

inspiration of the designing work.

The quality house(shown in figure 2.1) built by 8 steps which contains valuable

information. To start with, identifying the customers who they are(Who). In this

project, the customers including trucks’ driver who need truck maintenance or

repairing service, and work staffs(employees who work in office or work in

workshop). The second step is knowing what the customer expect the new layout to

be(What). With the help with managers and workers, authors get the answers through

questionnaire, it will mentioned in result of chapter 4. The third step is identify what

requirement is relatively important to different customers(Who vs What), for example,

for those truck drivers, the customers sitting room condition and reception service is

more important. The next step is how to solve the problem now(Now vs What). Make

bench-marking of own company and the other competitors and com up with what

kind of improvement could be established to fix it. The step 5 is analyzing how the

engineering designing ideas can solve the problems properly(How). Next, translate

the customer requirement into engineering specifications(What vs how). For instance,

customers ask they want to know the repairing process. In engineering view, company
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can built a corridor on second floor to satisfy the customers. Considering costs of

implement is basement of the quality house(How Much). Finally, the QFD need to

display the internship between each engineering specification(How vs How).

Figure 2.1: The house of quality, also known as the QFD diagram(David G Ullman, 2010).
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2.3 PDCA(Plan-Do-Check-Act) Method

PDCA (plan–do–check–act or plan–do–check–adjust) shown in figure 2.2 is

an iterative four-step management method used in business for the control and

continual improvement of processes and products. It is also known as

the Deming circle(Edward Deming, 1990).

PDCAmethod is one of lean manufacturing method, which is usually used to improve

products’ quality or manufacturing process. Logistically, the thinking way of PDCA

can be suitable for designing process, and it is a good way to guarantee the designing

work’ quality.

Figure 2.2: Multiple iterations of the PDCA cycle are repeated until the problem is solved.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PDCA)

PLAN

Establish the objectives and processes necessary to deliver results in accordance

with the expected output (the target or goals).

At the beginning, designers went to company to listen managers’ request and

investigate the real situation of current service center(administration office, workshop,

parts storage, workers space,etc). Identify the existing problem and use brainstorming

to build a preliminary plan which aims to those problems.

DO

Implement the plan, execute the process, make the product.

After the preliminary planning, definitely, it should be combined with scientific

method and theory. Managers claims that the layout need to be designed relates to

lean production. Therefor, literature study and bench-marking is the first step to start.
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CHECK

Study the actual results (measured and collected in "DO" above) and compare

against the expected results (targets or goals from the "PLAN") to ascertain any

differences.

With the help of supervisor and numbers of scientific articles, authors complete the

first designing conception and ask managers and supervisor’s advice to evaluate

whether the plan can be implemented and what kind of improvement should be

included

ACT

Evaluate the former information and compare to initial request, then come up with

the new developed plan.

The first plan was V shape( the whole service center’s shape like V), after combining

the practical situation, the length of trucks and repairing flow, the V shape can not be

implemented.

The second plan was rectangular shape which is doable to be built, however, the

distance between incoming goods to parts storage is too long to save time.

The third plan was T shape(the whole service center’s shape like T). Put the external

customers space, administration office, and parts area to be together, which save lots

of distance and has a better materials flow.
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3. THEORY

This project is requested to designed relating to lean production. After analyzing the

current layout of service center, some theory need to be learned to support the

knowledge area, such as continuous flow, 5S, Muda(waste), which are relatively

important in lean manufacturing and are suitable to apply to the designing work as

well.

3.1 Continuous Flow

As lean manufacturing is becoming more and more widely recognized, more and

more people realize that lean is not just about specific technology, but also to continue

to remove non-value-added activities of a kind of improvement. The traditional

production mode is bulk flow of productions, performed in large numbers of products,

amounts of materials’ handling, transit, which result in stagnation of value,

roundabout, poor mobility. Continuous flow is one of principles of lean thinking,

which arrange different equipment or the other sources together based on

manufacturing process order so as to reduce waiting time or waste.

Continuous-flow manufacturing, or repetitive-flow manufacturing, is an approach

to discrete manufacturing that contrasts with batch production. It is associated with

a just-in-time and kanban production approach, and calls for an ongoing examination

and improvement efforts which ultimately requires integration of all elements of the

production system. The goal is an optimally balanced production line with little waste,

the lowest possible cost, on-time and defect-free production(Leone, Gerard&Rahn,

Richard D , 2003)

The beauty of continuous flow is that it features stability, continuity, balance, and

does not waste time (the non-renewable resource). Zero time wasted on waiting

between steps means time is being maximized for its capabilities. However, the

troubles with continuous flow are that it is very hard to achieve, process steps are not

generally balanced, and all process contain inherent waste activities. When one starts

out to achieve continuous flow, many process problems will appear and come to the

surface( Chad Walters,2012).
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Here is a example to explain what is the difference between traditional batch

production and continuous flow manufacturing. Imagine in a toy car factory, there are

3 steps to build a car: body, wheels, paint. Assume it takes 1 min per car at each stage,

then we would expect the following results, Figure 3.1 is two way of manufacturing.

Figure 3.1: the results of two different way to manufacture the toy car
(Chald Walters, 2012)

Batch manufacturing means produce 10 car body first, Then add wheels and paint the

body of 10 cars. In continuous flow, the process of manufacturing body, adding

wheels, painting happened at the same time, which save waiting time. In batch

manufacturing, the first car built need 21 minutes and all ten car takes 30 minutes,

however, in continuous flow manufacturing, the first car built need only 3 minutes,

and all ten car totally takes 12 minutes, which saves 18 minutes compared to batch

way. This is precisely what Toyota figured out when it began competing with Ford ’s

mass production system.

Toyota realized that a continuous one-piece flow process:

increases productivity – more cars in less time

builds in quality – easier to spot defective parts sooner

more efficient – less material lying around

reduces costs – less inventory(James Wiser, 2005)
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3.2 Facility Problem

Facility problem is a kind of optimization problem, which generally solve the facility

arrangement required in an organization and focus on reducing material handling

costs, work in process, lead times, utilizing existing space more effectively, providing

a healthy, convenient and safe environment for employees, and generally increasing

productivity through determining an efficient arrangement (layout) of the required

facilities within the organization(Abbas Ahmadi, Mir Saman Pishvaee, Mohammad

Reza Akbari Jokar, 2016).

3.2.1 Materials-Handling Cost

Materials-handling should be given more attention to reduce the cost made from that.

Material handling involves short-distance movement within the confines of a building

or between a building and a transportation vehicle( Coyle, J.J ,1992). It utilizes a wide

range of manual, semi-automated, and automated equipment and includes

consideration of the protection, storage, and control of materials throughout their

manufacturing, warehousing, distribution, consumption, and disposal (MHI,

2014-10).There are some important issue can reduce materials-handling cost, firstly,

make sure every materials or tools be put in right place in order to let workers find it

as soon as possible when materials needed. Secondly, try to reduce the chances that

employees touch the materials and the travel distance between material storage and

working place.

Personal productivity influence the cost of manufacturing. Because materials handling

does not create any value, therefor, every minutes spent on moving, sorting, preparing

or storing materials can be identify as lost of productivity(Terry Mulligan, 2007).

3.2.2 Materials Flow

Material flow in a production organization tells us a lot about how well the system is

organized. It also gives us a pretty clear picture about the quality and knowledge of

the technological preparations department(Marko Starbek& Darko Menart, 2000).

Figure 3.2 is the comparison between “actual material flow” and “ideal flow”.
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Materials flow is also a important part which relates to working efficiency and transit

cost. When materials are move to production, the path should be short as much as

possible. The short distance from inventory to each working place could save amounts

of traveling time so that the productivity and profit can be increased drastically.

Figure 3.2: Comparison between existing flow and ideal flow
(Marko Starbek& Darko Menart, 2000)

The rationalization of material flow should be built by following 3 steps below.

Step1: Make a detailed analysis of current material flow, including the material flow

between different department, material flow in one department, and establishing a

material flow of individual production within a department(mean state, mean flow

time, fulfilling agreed-upon terms. Resource efficiency).

Step 2: Plan the reasonable and more efficient material flow including planing the

material flow between different department, planing material flow in one department,

and establishing a material flow of individual production within a department(mean

state, mean flow time, fulfilling agreed-upon terms. Resource efficiency).

Step 3: Develop the results of the rationalization of material flow, including shorter

distance of transportation, lower cost of workforce and transportation, shorter lead

time, higher usage of resources(space, employees), shorter time needed to fulfill

agreed-upon terms on a production means or in a department.

3.3 Customers’ Requirements

As a product or a designing work, all purpose of that is to satisfy your customer. The

products can be recognized as “perfect product” only if your customers accept it

rather than satisfying yourself only. The best way to expand market and run business

successfully is to listen to customers voice and find what customers actual

requirements are. For example, with the development of mobile industry, the
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competition among numbers of mobile phone company is fierce. Customer want the

phone have a better visualization and operation and they want to save amounts of

pictures and videos in phones, therefor, the mobile phone changed from small screen

to big screen, from little memory to enough data storage, which obviously are

designed based on customers requirement. However, customer not only include those

people who purchase your products or experience the service you provide, but also

include employees of company(internal customers), who are also key factors for

company’s success.

3.3.1 External Customer

External customer is extremely important to the success of any business, as their

provide money for company to survive and keep running. The first step for enterprise

is to satisfy the external customer with good products and nice service. If external

customers have bad impression for the products or are treated rudely by employees, it

means the company will lose the customer forever, even worse, their friends or

relatives would never interested in your products. Basically, the external customers

requirement can be seen as a redesigning inspiration for company since every product

need to keep pace with developments of times(Chris Joseph, 2007)

3.3.2 Internal Customer

While the internal customer might not buy the products or service offered by their

managers, the internal customer play a same essential role in business as well.

Definitely, a company, from lowest level to highest level, has to unite as one, that

means each member of company must have enough consciousness of responsibility

and enthusiasm for own work. Except well management, internal customers’ voice, in

other word, internal customers requirements, should also be focused on. For example,

mangers should know whether workers work in a comfortable environment? What

kind of troubles does the workers meet? Are they satisfy their space for rest? The

satisfaction of internal customers directly influence the personal productivity and

quality of products(Chris Joseph, 2007).
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3.4 Workshop Management

The aim of lean manufacturing is to remove the waste from all the area of

organization like factory management, product design, vendors network. Lean

manufacturing and 5S came from Japan. Lean manufacturing reduces the waste and

increases production. In lean production we use some technique like as : 5S, PDCA,

MUDA(Dewi, Setiawan, & Susatyo Nugroho, 2013).

3.4.1 Workplace Organization Management

Japan is the world leader of manufacturing industry because they have efficient

management tools and techniques. some of the Japanese manufacturing industries are

on top position like Honda, Toyota, Mitsubishi and so on. Moreover, the principal of

Buddhism is the philosophical concept of 5S. 5S was developed by Takasi

Osada.(RANDHAWA & Ahuja, 2017). 5S is a technique that is used in lean

manufacturing. After its origin it continues to improve operation stability(Order,

2013), keep it clean, maintain effective and standard conditions. It required discipline

to maintain a world-class environment(International Trade Center, 2012). In Japanese

contraction, 5S based on five pillars like Seiri (Sort), Section (Set in order), Sesio

(Shine), Seiketsu (Standardization) and Shitsuke (Self Discipline)(RANDHAWA &

Ahuja, 2017).

Figure 3.3: Each part of 5s (Order, 2013)

3.4.2 Benefits of 5S in Layout

Mainly 5S is use for eliminating the waste. 5S is the method to install a quality culture

in an organization. It takes minimum resources and easy to hold. In small investment,

we will get the best result. Moreover, we get safer, well-organized, more spacious,
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smooth work-flow, more Systematic, non-value added activates are less, less time to

search a tool or material. Furthermore, error is minimized then we get good quality

products, minimum material wastage and less consumption of material. In addition,

we will get internal consumer and external customer satisfaction also whole

organization improves just because of good quality product and services(Interna-

tional Trade Center, 2012).

3.4.3 Decision to implement 5S

To improve the working condition there are five Japanese step we are using in our

thesis

Seiri (Sort): Principal of sorting means organize everything. The aim of sort is to

determine the location which is required or which one is not required in layout and

remove the one which is not required (Dewi et al., 2013). Like in the current layout

one ship is not in work and the up- stair of administration some room does not work.

In new layout, we remove both of things and built new useful things , as the ship is

not in work we built automatic truck washing and upstairs is totally remove.

Seiton (set in order): The aim of setion is no time need to waste for looking, picking

parts and tools. All location should be identified like all the parts identified with part

number, all tools identified with tools number, Proper tags and shelf marking will

increase the efficiency of organization. Benefits of Seition is to reduce the time and

increase the efficiency, as well as less accident because everything is identified.

Moreover, it increase the profit of company(Boris, 2006). In the project, company use

two robots for small parts which takes less space to store the parts. When we enter the

part number in the robot, it take the right part and give it to you which increases the

efficiency drastically. We make different type of tool storage which reduces the space

as well as whole tools are identified. at the same time, give every location some useful

symbol to increase the efficiency and reduce the accident.

Seiso(Shine): Principal of Seiso is related to neatness and cleanliness, cleaning means

inspection(Dewi et al., 2013). Including removing dust, soot, dirt and stain form the
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operation area, inspecting cleaning, equipment and make a cleaning working

environment(Boris, 2006).

Seiketsu (Standardization): The ambition of standardization is to maintain the

production area (Dewi et al, 2013). Its principal helps in process development,

manufacturing, maintenance, design, purchasing, account, wages and facilities (Boris,

2006).

Shitsuke (Sustain): Aim of sustain is the implementation of Seri, Seition, Seiso,

Seiketsu is sustainable. Maintenance schedule routine are developed (Boris,2006).

Sustain is also called Discipline. Make sustainable environment to follow the rules.

Management role in implementing 5S:

Good management plays vital role in manufacturing process. Like allowing internal

customer manage time for 5S, besides, management involves in implementation of 5s.

Moreover, management acknowledge the importance of 5s. As well as management

make effort to promote the ongoing 5S (International Trade Center, 2012)
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3.5 Storage Robot

The basic function of materials storage determines the task of storage which are

storage maintenance, deposit preservation, quantity management, quality maintenance.

At the same time, Develop a variety of service to increase the value of storage,

circulation, and improve the effectiveness of social resources by using storage which

is also an important task of storage. The introduction below is the robot that company

use for managing light weight parts.

Kardex Remstar Shuttle XP 500

The Shuttle XP 250/500 is a highly flexible solution for storing and retrieving

small-volume goods, shown in figure 3.4. Measuring 4.05 meters across, the unit

accommodates loads weighing up to 560 kg. Thanks to its compact design the Shuttle

XP 250/500 can be optimally adapted to the available space, providing maximum

storage volume on a minimal footprint. As a further option, the system can also be

easily modified to cater to a wide range of requirements, for instance to store goods in

air-conditioned units or under clean room conditions(Vertical lift system, Kardex

Remstar)

Figure 3.4: Kardex Remstar Shuttle XP 500

(Vertical lift system, Kardex Remstar)

The modular Shuttle XP vertical lift is an enclosed system on which trays are stored

vertically on the front and rear of the unit. There is an extractor device located in the

centre, which automatically delivers trays with the stored items to the access opening

at the push of a button or the scan of a barcode. The device is modular in its

construction with the ability to change its height and number of access openings pre
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and post construction. Depending on the ceiling

height, at least 85% of a conventional storage

system's occupied floor space can be recovered.

The Shuttle XP automatically scans every tray with

the use of Optiflex technology, finding the ideal

storage location within the system in increments of

25 mm. Items are stored in the least possible

amount of space(Vertical lift system, Kardex

Remstar).

Benefits at a glance:

1.Faster access times

2.Increased turnover of goods Figure 3.5: Lift System(Kardex

Remstar)

3.Larger storage space using significantly less floor space

4.Precise inventory levels through integration with internal warehouse management

systems

5.Greater safety and protection for operators and stored goods

6.Improved ergonomics

7.Modular expandability
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3.6 Sketch-up Software

SketchUp (formerly Google Sketchup) is a 3D modeling computer program for a wide

range of drawing applications such as architectural, interior design, landscape

architecture, civil and mechanical engineering, film and video game design(Sketch up,

Wikipedia). Figure 3.6 is visual effect of using sketch-up software.

.

Figure 3.6: The Visual Effect of Sketch-up Software
(Sketchup, 2017)

3D warehouse of Sketch-up

3D Warehouse is an open library in which SketchUp users may upload and download

3D models to share. The models can be downloaded right into the program without

anything having to be saved onto your computers storage. File sizes of the models can

be up to 50 MB. Anyone can make, modify and re-upload content to and from the 3D

warehouse free of charge (Sketchup 3D warehouse, 2017), shown in figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: 3D Warehouse of Sketch-up
(3D warehouse, 2017)

All the models in 3D Warehouse are free, so anyone can download files for use in

SketchUp or even other software such as AutoCAD, Revit and ArchiCAD - all of

which have apps allowing the retrieval of models from 3D Warehouse. Since 2014
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Trimble has launched a new version of 3D Warehouse where companies may have an

official page with their own 3D catalog of products. Trimble is currently investing in

creating 3D developer partners in order to have more professionally modeled products

available in 3D Warehouse. According to the Trimble, 3D Warehouse is the most

popular 3D content site on the web. SketchUp designers may visit 3D Warehouse to

discover new products or for inspiration when designing their own(3D warehouse,

2017).
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4. RESULTS

This chapter will present the whole process executed by authors, including what

preparations are made, what kind of data are collected, the process of making house

of quality, developing benchmarking, and concentrating on 2D and 3D sketch.

4.1 Previous Preparation Before Designing

The designing work starts from data collection, including the reason why the

company want to build a new service center, the existing problem they meet in current

layout and which parts in current layout they are satisfied now. Besides,

bench-marking is also necessary work to know how the current service center

developed as well as discarding the dross and selecting the essence. At the same time,

bench-marking is also a step of QFD(Quality Functional Deployment) method, which

is to know how is your competitor performing, and measuring how well the

competitors meet the specifications. Compared with those competitor, analyze their

priorities and drawbacks to develop a better designing work. As the service center

serves for both internal customer and external customer, making a questionnaire for

both customers and employees to listen to customers’ voice well. According to

customers’ requirement, develop a QFD sheet to analyze which requirement plays

more important role in the whole design.

4.1.1 Data collection

In this designing work, the data collection includes knowing the different type of

trucks’ dimension which are repaired or served by company and measuring the current

office’s dimension. Besides, making a plan of each storage area’s proportion

according to the requirement, such as parts amounts or parts dimensions. After getting

those data mentioned above, designers analyze and give the best plan of each

dimensions to achieve a best deigning which can meet all the requirement asked by

both internal customers and external customers.

Basically, the dimension of layout is depending upon the dimension of truck, number

of parts using in truck, number of internal consumer, what company want, number of
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truck repair in one day.

Dimension of repair ship: Repair ship depends on the length and width of truck. Volvo

have three model of truck Sleeper Cab, Globetrotter Cab and Globetrotter XL Cab.

According to Volvo Globetrotter XL Cab is the biggest model except Sleeper Cab and

Globetrotter Cab. That is why we take the reference of Globetrotter XL Cab to design

the Repair ship. The width of truck is 2.49m(Volvo, n.d.).

Figure 4.1: The dimensions of Globetrotter XL(Volvo, n.d.)

According to European Union truck have different trolley size for different road

for street class1 they use 7.82m + 2.22m = 10.04m;

for road class 2. 7.82+7.82+2.22m=17.86m;

for road class 3. 13.6+7.82+2.22m= 23.64m;

the maximum length 25.25 is allowed in Europe (larsson, 2009) . Therefor we take

36m length and 5m width of repair ship.

Figure 4.2 The standards length of 3 types of trucks (larsson, 2009)

Dimension of repair ship door: Length and width of door is very important in truck

service center for truck in and out. Moreover, dimension of ship door depends upon

the length and width of truck. As we know the figure 4.1 the width of truck is 2.49m

and Volvo Globetrotter XL Cab model length is 4m. Volvo Globetrotter is a big model

of truck that is why we take the height and width of this truck (Volvo, n.d). Then we
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decide the length and width of door 4m is the width of door and 5 m is the length of

door.

Figure 4.3: Vertical dimension of truck(Volvo, n.d)
Table 1: Dimension of main area

No. Dimension Length (m) Width (m) Height (m)
1 Entrance Reception

Door
0.24 2 2

2 Reception 9 3.75 3
3 door to

administration
2 1 3

4 Incoming goods 15 7.5 6
5 Robots for small

parts
15 7.5 6

6 Small cabins 3 5 3
7 Shopping and

Consumer space
9 8 3

8 Conference room 4 7 3
9 Painting and painted

parts room
24 10 6

10 Tools and machines’
room

24 10 6

11 Corridors to carry
goods or parts

6 24 6

12 Workers’ lounge 10 10 10
13 Tenant room 5 5 3
14 Oil storage 7 10 3
15 Changing room 4 10 3
16 Toilet and washing

room
3 10 3
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4.1.2 Development of Quality Function Deployment (QFD)

The QFD method helps to know the problem deeply based on different requirements,

and translate it to engineering specification. The basic process of using QFD method

is shown in figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Process of Quality Function Deployment

Identify Customers

At the beginning, identifying the customers is essential step for the QFD method. The

“customer” of this project can be divided into internal customers and external

customers due to the service center serves for both of them. For external customers,

they are offered kind of service including repairing, oil changing, washing and break

testing. Except the nice service that company can give, the customer space’s condition

is their basic request. For those internal customers, whatever for those who work in

office or workshop, they also need a comfortable and spacious space to work or take

rest. Additionally, decrease waste of workforce as much as possible is also important.

Generate customer requirement

As for generating customers requirement, authors decided to make surveys from

customers and employees. The table 2 below is their requirement concluded from

investigation.

Table 2: Customer Requirements

Internal customer requirement External customer requirement

Spacious Lounge More comfortable space to sit down

Crane can work work for whole layout Need washing service

Spend less time to find or carry materials A better shopping place

Enough sunshine in workshop Be offered free coffee

Spacious administration office
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Evaluate competitor

The authors visited another Volvo trucks service center in Varberg, which is built two

years ago. The whole layout is rectangular shape with a integrate part which is used

for incoming goods. It has seven ships in total, five ship for repairing service, one for

washing, and another one is for break testing. As the aspect of advantages of this

service center, it has large space for internal customers in second floor including

kitchen, manager office, meeting room, coffee room, and even the gym, which is

better than Rejmes AB company. Besides, their workshop is managed well and is

bright inside due to much window in door. On the other hand, tools and parts storage

are located at one side of workshop, which cost much more unnecessary workforce to

use parts or tools. Additionally, the integrate part mentioned above, is not located well

because unloading place is exactly the same place for one repairing ship’s entrance.

That is why they must unload materials before working timetable. Moreover, these

two service center face a same problem that the crane can only work for one side.

Generate engineering specification

According to customer requirements mentioned above, Designers translate them into

engineering specifications, the table 3 below is engineering specification.

Table 3: Engineering Specifications

Customer requirement Engineering specifications

Spacious Lounge for customers and employees Establish special lounge for both customers

and employees

Crane can work work for whole layout Make crane work for whole layout

Spend less time to find or carry materials Put incoming goods, parts storage together

Enough sunshine in workshop Change the type of workshop’s door

Spacious administration office Extend administration office proportion

Need washing service Build a special ship for washing

A better shopping place Add shopping place beside to lounge

Be offered free coffee Provide free coffee in customer lounge
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After finishing the preparation of analysis, the QFD sheet can be built directly, figure

4.5 is QFD sheet.

Figure 4.5: The Quality House of Service Center Layout

4.2 Implement of Designing

The designing work contains problem identification, determination of basic holistic

shape of workshop, arrangement of storage relates to lean production theory, and 2D

and 3D sketch.

4.2.1 Problem Identification

1. The crane is not working for full layout, only for one side

2. Repairing tools are mismanaged. It takes extra time for workers to find the tools.

3. There are too much distance between parts flow and incoming goods.

4. Truck washing machine is not available.

5. Space for internal customers is not arranged well

6. In terms of external customers, there is no sitting room and shopping space for

them. Besides, customers can not see the repairing process directly.
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4.2.2 Determination of Holistic Layout

With the preparation of data collection, generating customers requirement and house

of quality, designing work can start from the whole shape of service center. The

current layout is rectangular shape, consisting of reception, administration office,

different size of parts storage, tools and machine storage, incoming goods storage, and

workers space( meeting room , small office, changing room), shown in figure 4.6.

In the initial, therefore, three different plans were generated through brainstorming,

which are rectangular shape, T shape.

As for the rectangular shape, designers decide to put the incoming goods, parts and

tools storage locate at the middle, which is relatively same distance to both two sides.

And the administration area, reception and external customers space locates at left

sides. However, although this rectangular design can decrease the distance between

incoming goods and parts storage, the distance between administration area and

incoming good is relatively far. It will cost extra time for workers who is responsible

for the statistical quantity of goods to go.

Figure 4.6: Current Layout and Existing Problem

As the aspect of T shape service center, Authors put administration area, external

customer area and incoming goods together as integrate part. Because in the

rectangular shape we analyzed that the distance between administration area and
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incoming goods area. Besides, T shape layout is designed combined with continuous

flow theory. When the goods are unloaded in the incoming goods place, it can directly

transported to parts storage and tools storage in short time and distance, which saves

relatively much time than current situation. The 2D sketch of T shape and rectangular

shape can be seen in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7a. T shape service center

Figure 4.7b: Rectangular shape service center
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As you can see in T shape sketch, authors set a part for trucks waiting space, However,

it is not necessary to set waiting space because it is rare phenomena that trucks need

to wait to be served. Therefor, this part is deleted in the final decision based on

Muda(waste) theory.

4.2 Continuous Flow Reflection

The beauty of continuous flow is that it features stability, continuity, balance, and

does not waste time (the non-renewable resource). Zero time wasted on waiting

between steps means time is being maximized for its capabilities. (Chad Walters,

2012).

As shown in figure 4.6b, the final plan of our design, there are two flows in the

workshop, the red one is external customers flow, customers can go reception first and

do consults and than go second floor to wait their trucks which is repairing. Their

trucks can go the next service like washing or break testing smoothly without any

repeat movement. For blue one, it is materials flow, as we can seen the materials can

be carried from incoming goods room to the other storage or repair ship in short

distance, which save amounts of workforce and material handling costs.

4.3 Efficiency Improvement

As the project is requested to design combined with lean production, which is

introduced in theory parts. The main aim of lean production is to reduce waste as

much as possible, including defects, overproduction, waiting, transporting,

overprocessing, unnecessary inventory and unnecessary operator movement, all of

which can increase unnecessary costs and decrease the working efficiency.

In order to make the comparison of efficiency of current layout and new layout,

authors decided to choose the operator movement distance when finish the whole

service process as standard . The basic of whole repairing service is operated by 1 to 2

workers to complete, within the process, it need to operators to check the problem,

make repairing plan, find tools and parts which is needed and use machine to wash the

tools or parts. Figure 4.6 is the procedure of service.
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Figure 4.8: the procedure of service

As workers movement depends on all kinds of uncertain problems, operators often

move lots of round trip. Therefore, here we assume operator only move one round trip

to finish all the things( From one repair ship besides tools storage to other storage

room). Through calculating the distance that operator need to move to know how

much the time can be save. In current layout, authors simulate the distance, which was

85 meters in one round trip. In the new layout, the distance is 54 meters, which

decrease around 34%. This comparison demonstrate that the new layout decrease time

waste drastically, further, it can save lots of workforce and unnecessary material

handling costs.

4.4 Implement of 3D Blueprint

As it was mentioned in theory part, designers use Sketchup software to do the 3D

blueprint based on 2D sketch. Sketchup software is a 3D modeling software which

can give a good visualization support of designing work. The final design model

consists of two main part, one is workshop including 7 repairing ship and the other 4

ship for maintenance service(oil changing, washing, brake testing), besides, the

workers space and tools and machine are settled at the middle of workshop. The other

one part is integrate part because T shape is our final choice of design. The half of

integrate part is for reception, administration area in ground floor and customers rest

space in second floor. The other half of integrate parts is for incoming goods storage

and 2 robots. Figure 4.7 is the holistic visualization of 3D modeling, and the more 3D

blueprint detail can be seen in appendix.
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Figure 4.9a isometric view of whole layout

Figure 4.9b Top view of whole layout

Figure 4.9c: Front view of whole layout
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSION

As the development of new service center’s layout design is going on well, the

designing project has been ended up with expected results and satisfactory. The results

that are obtained as list below:

 Collect customers requirement through questionnaire and visit other service

center to make bench-marking

 Solve the existing problems which are identified in current layout successfully

 Figure out a new layout of service center, combined with lean production theory

 Finish 2D and 3D blueprint.

The project is implemented with large literature study and different kinds of theory

and methodology, which gives authors a better understanding about the project. The

reference of different topics mentioned as below.

 Theory of lean production and lean thinking, including continuous flow, material

handling costs

 Theory of workshop organization management.

 Generating Quality Function Deployment(QFD) sheet, including theory of

customer requirement.

With the development of service center, the layout of that becomes more rational and

hommization. The starting point of layout designing not only focus on external

customers feeling, but also want to give internal customer a better environment to

work so that the employees can work harder for company. That is also the first step of

the designing: obtain customers’ requirement. Additionally, reasonable organization of

layout can reduce much kinds of unnecessary waste, like waiting, inventory,

transporting, operator movement, etc, which are all related to costs. As the result of

efficiency improvement that is mention above, in the new layout, the operator

movement can save 34%, from 87 meters to 54 meters in only one round trip. It could

save too much energy and time for workers. Besides, authors advised manager to use

5S theory as management because it not only can keep a clean working environment,

but also can manage tools or parts in order, in other words, workers can find the tools

or parts directly without any time waste.
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CHAPTER 6 CRITICALREVIEW

The project is started with studying varieties of literature about workshop

organization, lean production. As is known to us, lean is a wide range theory

including many kinds of method and theory. In this project, authors used continuous

flow theory, PDCA(plan-do-check-act) method, customer requirements, waste,

materials-handling cost to give a support for our work. In the future, the designing of

layout would be implemented into building real workshop, which will serve for

company very well. There are some different effects from different perspectives that

were made from the new layout.

Economic View:

In terms of economical view, obviously, company’s cost is the most important things

that need to be minimized as much as possible. The new layout decrease the

operator’s movement dramatically, as it mentioned in result, which means can save

lots of unnecessary labor cost. Besides, compared to the current layout, the new layout

has a continuous working flow and materials flow. The company can give service to

more trucks than before, which means it would bring more profits.

Ethics View:

The engineering ethics are followed and maintained through of the process to have a

healthy environment within the development stage and also the production stage.

During the process of design, actually, there is no test or other experiments happened.

Therefor, it have not produce any noise or pollution effects for the environment.

However, if the blueprint is implemented to real service center, it would cause some

noise and dust for surrounding when it is under construction.

Social View

In the future, when the new service center is build, it can be seen as a standard for

those company who want build a new service center as well. And it will become an

common thinking view that combines lean production to workshop design. Besides,

the service center business would pay more attention to both internal customer and

external customer’ feeling or user experience because customer satisfaction is one of

key factors for company’s success.
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APPENDIX I：Questionnaires for Both External and Internal
Customer
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APPENDIX II

Dimensions of Main Area in Service Center

No. Dimension Length (m) Width (m) Height (m)
1 Entrance Reception

Door
0.24 2 2

2 Reception 9 3.75 3
3 door to

administration
2 1 3

4 Incoming goods 15 7.5 6
5 Robots for small

parts
15 7.5 6

6 Small cabins 3 5 3
7 Shopping and

Consumer space
9 8 3

8 Conference room 4 7 3
9 Painting and painted

parts room
24 10 6

10 Tools and machines’
room

24 10 6

11 Corridors to carry
goods or parts

6 24 6

12 Workers’ lounge 10 10 10
13 Tenant room 5 5 3
14 Oil storage 7 10 3
15 Changing room 4 10 3
16 Toilet and washing

room
3 10 3
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Appendix III: 3D Model of New Layout

a. Top View of Layout

b. Integrate Part View

Toilet
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c. Storage area’s view
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d. View of Crane

e. Holistic View of Layout
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APPENDIX IV: Gantt Chart

Gantt Chart
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